Abstract: Open clusters are important astrophysical laboratories to study the stellar formation and evolution and to verify the disk structure of the Milky Way. We present calculations of stellar atmospheric parameters and s-process abundances for 9 Resume francais:
Introduction
Open clusters (OC) can be seen as important astrophysical objects to study stellar formation and evolution, and galactic structure and evolution. These objects help us to understand how conceivable is the simultaneous formation and evolution of stars from the same molecular cloud. They can also be thought as laboratories to study the stellar interiors because chemical abundance studies allow to probe usual assumptions made about mixing phenomena at RGB (Red Giant Branch) and AGB (Asymptotic Giant Branch) stellar evolutionary phases. One of the most promising ways to analyze the structure of the Milky Way (MW), specifically its disk, is studying OCs since their radial metallicity gradients outline the disk structure and reveal the distinction between thin and thick disk. To unveil the formation of the Galaxy is crucial to analyze the galactic thin disk as it is the component with higher stellar formation rate and the easiest to be observed.
Calculations of heavy element abundances have become more and more important in recent years. There are only a few stars in OC with such measured abundances since high signal-to-noise (S/N) spectra are necessary to identify the absorption lines of those elements. Besides that, the existence of strong molecular opacity make hard tangle these calculations such as it happens in the spectra of AGB stars. Furthermore, abundances of s-process elements in RGB cluster stars are interesting to find changes in the stellar evolution, as found in Barium Stars due to mass transfer events [1] .
In this work we present abundances of heavy elements for two galactic OC, IC 4651 and IC 4725. These clusters are the first analyzed within our project on the behavior of the heavy elements in the galactic disk. IC 4651 was studied by many different authors [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] & [6] , but no s-process element abundances were determined. In addition, there are three stars in common with the work of [7] which present abundances of many chemical elements. IC 4725 has two stars in common with [8] . Whenever possible, we compare our results with those obtained in the literarure. 
Methodology
Data for IC 4651 and IC 4725 appear in many different sources. Information on distance, reddening, distance modulus and age were gathered from WEBDA 1 website and are presented in Table 1 .
The high resolution spectra (R = 48 000) were obtained from FEROS ESO archive. Stars have their memberships confirmed from dynamic studies [9] . The stars analyzed in this work are shown in Table 2 . For all stars in OC IC 4651 the exposure times were 1800 s, while for IC 4725−150 and IC 4725−251 exposure times were 90 s and 60 s, respectively. For all stars, the spectra have the (S/N) around 200 and for the Juno solar spectrum is 800.
Radial velocities for stars considered in this work were obtained from Doppler shift and are shown in Therefore, this star has a very low probability to be binary and, if so, its orbit would be very eccentric.
Stellar atmospheric parameters and s-process abundances were calculated based on LTE-hypothesis: effective temperatures were obtained from excitation equilibrium, microturbulence velocities from zero slope between Fe I abundances and reduced equivalent width, surface gravities from ionization equilibrium between Fe I and Fe II lines, and the metallicity [Fe/H] is established from the final value fixed by the ionization equilibrium. Because of our sample has stellar parameters published in the literature, these values were used as initial guesses in the process. For the stars IC 4651−6333 and −9025 with no previous spectroscopic analysis, the mean values for T ef f , log g, ξ and [Fe/H] of the cluster IC 4651 were used as initial values in the calculations.
In this type of spectroscopic analysis is always necessary to use the Sun as the reference star, for both dwarf and giant stars. In some cases, giants are compared to the Arcturus giant but it is very frequent to transform the Arcturus abundances in solar. In this work, to obtain stellar parameters and s-process abundances with the best possible precision, we have decided to use a line-by-line analysis (lbl analysis) relative to Juno 2 solar spectrum. This method allows to get abundances by means of the relationship: δA i = A This method has been used for several purposes in the literature as to study stellar evolution effects [11] and [12] , to find planetary signatures in host-stars [13] , [14] and [15] , to calculate chemical abundances in the solar neighborhood [16] and [17] , to find abundance anomalies in stellar clusters [18] and to distinct populations in the stellar halo [19] and [20] . [21] 3 show a comparison between the classical and differential abundance estimates.
To carry out the analysis we have used the python-code q 2 (qoyllur-quipu 4 ). This code uses the Kurucz atmospheric grids 5 and spectral code MOOG 6 . The absorption lines of the Iron I & II were taken from [23] and [24] and are shown in Table 7 . The lines of the s-process elements were taken from several sources and are shown in Table 8 . 
Results and analysis
The open cluster IC 4651 was previously studied in the literature using high-resolution spectroscopy. The stellar atmospheric parameters for the stars IC 4651−7646 and −9122 were calculated by [5] while [7] calculated the chemical abundances for the stars IC 4651−8540, −9791 and −14527 using the stellar parameters calculated by [10] . Chemical abundances for the s-process elements are shown in Table 4 . From these results we have noted that there is a small enhancement of La II and Nd II in some stars when compared with the field giants, showed in Figure 1 left. Those elements have a tendency to be lightly increased in the two OC. However, this enhancement is not large enough to considere these cluster giants as stars with sprocess overabundances such as it happens with the Barium stars discovered in the OC NGC 5822 [1] . Furthermore, this figure also shows that [s/Fe] ratios found in these cluster giants are similar to the ones in the field. The Figure 1 right presents a comparison between our results and other cluster giants reported in the literature. These OC were divided by age using the criteria of [25] : old (age > 1.0 Gyr) and young (age < 1.0 Gyr) OC. This separation is important to unveil the differences between the thin and thick galactic disks because the old OC can offer a view of what could be happening on the thick disk. Old and young OC can also be important to ascertain the differences in abundances, because if there are, they could be due to nuclear processes in intermediate-mass stars, such like that in globular clusters [26] . The literature data were taken from [26] ; [27] ; [28] ; [29] ; [30] ; [31] ; [32] ; [33] ; [34] ; [35] ; [36] ; [37] ; [38] ; [39] and [40] . It has to be mentioned that IC 4651 and IC 4725 have average s-process element abundances in agreement with other cluster giants in literature. Table 5 are shown the stellar parameters calculated by [10] and s-process abundances calculated by [7] for the stars IC 4651−9791, −8540 and −14527. We can see that there are more differences than similarities between our results and theirs. This may be due to differences in the way of analysis. [10] , for instance, did automatic measurements of equivalent widths using the spectrum analysis package developed in Padova [43] and [44] , while [7] used Carretta's ( [10] ) stellar parameters to calculate their chemical abundances. In the case of IC 4725, the differences should be on the log gf values used by [8] . The authors [8] , [10] and [7] used different line lists and none of them performed the lbl analysis as done in this work.
In order to apply the lbl analysis is necessary that the objects and the standard star have similar spectral types (F, G or K in this case). This is observed in the Table 2 where six stars in the two OC have spectral types G & K confirmed. Another constrain is that the absorption lines are formed in different atmospheric regions in giants and dwarfs. Then, this analysis among them are limited by the number of lines, specially when the s-process lines are considered. However, if the solar spectrum has high (S/N) is possible to obtain high precision abundances, even with few lines available. To show this, we compare non-differential with differential Nd II abundances for the star IC 4651−14527, see 
Conclusions
Because of important differences reported in the literature, the differential method is the best option to eliminate the dependency on the log gf values that chemical abundance calculations present. In this work, the line-by-line analysis relative to Juno solar spectrum was an excellent option to avoid long and subjetive comparations between the different line lists published in literarure. This situation is specially shown for the Nd II abundances in the star IC 4651−14527. From its atmospheric parameters we see that this star is not in AGB-phase and, as mentioned above, it has a very low probability of being binary. Then it is very unlikely that this star has overabundances of the s-process (Nd II in this case) as shown by the abundance ratios [ The stars analyzed in this work show stellar parameters in accordance to RGB stars and chemical abundances similar to other cluster giants of the galatic disk also studied using high-resolution. In other words, our results are congruent with the global chemical evolution of the MW. This is an ongoing project and more stars in different OC will be analysed in the future. 
